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Abstract – Due to current technology scaling trends such as 
shrinking feature sizes and reducing supply voltages, circuit 
reliability has become more susceptible to radiation-induced 
transient faults (soft errors). Soft errors, which have been a great 
concern in memories, are now a main factor in reliability 
degradation of logic circuits. In this paper, we propose a novel 
framework based on redundancy addition and removal (RAR) for 
soft error rate (SER) reduction. Several metrics and constraints are 
introduced to guide our proposed framework towards SER reduction 
in an efficient manner. Experimental results show that up to 70% 
reduction in output failure probability can be achieved with 
relatively low area overhead. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Circuit reliability has become a critical issue in the deep 

submicron design era. Crosstalk, voltage drop, and radiation-induced 
transient errors are currently some of the main factors in reliability 
degradation. Due to current technology scaling trends, digital designs 
are becoming more susceptible to radiation-induced particle hits 
resulting from radioactive decay and cosmic rays, than all other 
factors [1]. A low-energy particle that before had no effect on a 
circuit can now flip the output of a gate. Such a bit-flip of a gate is 
called a single-event transient (SET) or a glitch. A single-event upset 
(SEU) or a soft error occurs if the SET is propagated to an output and 
latched into a memory element. The rate at which soft errors occur is 
referred to as soft error rate (SER). 

Both static and dynamic memories have suffered from soft errors 
because of their dense and vulnerable structures. Unlike SETs in 
logic circuits, which need to be propagated to outputs before being 
captured, soft errors happen in memories as long as SETs strike. On 
the other hand, during the process of propagation in logic circuits, a 
SET could be masked by three mechanisms: (i) logical masking – a 
SET which is not on a sensitized path from the location where it 
originates is logically masked; (ii) electrical masking – a SET which 
is attenuated and becomes too small in amplitude or duration to be 
latched is electrically masked; (iii) latching-window masking – a SET 
which does not arrive “on time” is also masked, depending on the 
setup and hold times of the target memory element. 

These three mechanisms prevent some SETs from being latched 
and alleviate the effects of soft errors in digital systems. However, 
continuous scaling trends have negative impact on these masking 
mechanisms. Decreasing logic depth reduces the probability of 
logical masking since the path from where a SET originates to a latch 
is more easily sensitized. The pulse attenuation because of electrical 
masking, determined by gate delay, also decreases due to smaller 
contribution of gate delay compared to wire delay. Increasing clock 
frequencies shorten latching-window intervals and facilitate SET 
latching. As a result, soft errors in logic become as great of a concern 
as in memories, where soft errors can be mitigated by conventional 
error detecting and correcting codes. A recent study [2] has shown 
that soft errors would significantly degrade the robustness of logic 
circuits in the 90nm process technology or below. In addition, the 
SER of combinational circuits is predicted to exceed that of 
unprotected memory elements by 2011, while the nominal SER of 

latches tends to be nearly constant or even slightly decreasing [3]. In 
Figure 1, we demonstrate the SER impact of internal gates and 
flip-flops in sequential circuits by analyzing output error 
susceptibility. Since sequential circuits usually have more internal 
gates (combinational logic) than flip-flops (sequential logic), the 
impact attributed to combinational logic is 3X-49X larger than the 
one attributed to sequential logic, as shown in Figure 1, when 
normalized with respect to all possible locations of particle hits. 

Typically, two types of methods are used for soft error hardening. 
The first one, fault avoidance, consists in minimizing the occurrence 
of SETs at the most sensitive nodes, which in effect reduces SET 
generation. The second one, fault correction, attempts to maximize 
the probabilities of the three masking mechanisms, which reduces the 
likelihood of generated SETs being latched. The first category 
generally exploits fabrication process (device-level) to reduce charge 
collection. Therefore, a particle hit harmful for a baseline circuit will 
cause less or even no damage for the radiation-hardened version. The 
second category works on circuit-level or higher levels of abstraction 
to achieve SER improvement. In this paper, we propose an approach 
which belongs to the second category for combinational logic. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an 
overview of related work and outlines the contribution of our paper. 
In Section 3, we introduce the SER analysis engine used in this paper. 
Section 4 presents our proposed SER reduction framework. In 
Section 5, several constraints that guide our framework towards SER 
reduction are discussed. Section 6 describes a few practical 
considerations for our proposed framework. In Section 7, we report 
experimental results for a set of benchmarks. Finally, the conclusion 
is drawn in Section 8. 

2. RELATED WORK AND PAPER CONTRIBUTION 
The most well-known technique for achieving soft error tolerance 

is triple modular redundancy (TMR). TMR consists of three identical 
copies of an original circuit feeding a majority voter. However, TMR 
induces more than 200% overhead in terms of area and power. Partial 
duplication [4] targets only nodes with high soft error susceptibility 
and ignores nodes with low soft error susceptibility. It also involves 
at least 50% area penalty according to the specified constraint and 
additional delay overhead due to the checker circuit. Gate resizing 
strategy [5] achieves SER reduction by modifying the W/L ratios of 
transistors in gates. Potentially large overheads in area, delay, and 
power are introduced in order to obtain a significant improvement in 
SER. A related method [6] uses optimal assignments of gate sizes, 

Figure 1. SER impact of internal gates and flip-flops 



supply voltages, threshold voltages, and output capacitive loads to 
get better results with smaller overheads. Nevertheless, such a 
method increases design complexity and may make the resulting 
circuit hard to optimize at physical design stage. Another scheme [7] 
focuses on flip-flop selection from a given set. This scheme increases 
the probability of latching-window masking by lengthening 
latching-window intervals, but does not take into consideration 
logical masking and electrical masking, which are also dominant 
factors of circuit SER. A hybrid approach [8] combines gate resizing 
with flip-flop selection to acquire SER improvement. 

Instead of exploring spatial redundancy as described above, 
several ideas of soft error hardening based on temporal redundancy 
were presented in [9][10]. However, such techniques which employ 
time-domain majority voting mechanism are extremely sensitive to 
delay variation and fail to cope with large duration SETs because 
sufficient slack time is required. 

This paper proposes a SER reduction framework using 
redundancy addition and removal (RAR) [11][12]. RAR has been 
presented as a successful logic optimization technique which 
iteratively adds and removes redundant wires to minimize a circuit in 
terms of literal count. Since during each step of wire addition and 
removal the soft error rate of a circuit may vary, we rely on 
estimating the effects of redundancy manipulations and merely 
accept those with positive impact. The end result of such an approach 
is a net reduction in soft error rate. The proposed framework has 
several advantages over other existing techniques: 

 First, this RAR-based approach incurs very little or no area 
overhead since there always exist(s) one or more redundant 
removable wire(s) after a redundant wire is added into a circuit. 

 Second, because of the efficiency in run time and memory usage 
of the RAR algorithm, our framework can be applied effectively 
to large circuits. 

 Third, our framework relies on a symbolic reliability analyzer 
MARS-C [13], which provides a unified treatment of three 
masking mechanisms through decision diagrams. Hence, all 
masking mechanisms rather than one or two of them are 
considered as criteria for the purpose of SER reduction. Moreover, 
we introduce a novel metric for masking impact analysis. Using 
this metric, a systematic algorithm, which can precisely estimate 
the impact on SER of an added/removed wire and decide whether 
to accept the given addition/removal step, is developed. 

 Finally, such an approach is orthogonal to existing approaches 
targeting gate resizing and flip-flop selection and thus provides 
additive savings on top of these SER reduction techniques. 

3. SER ANALYSIS ENGINE 
Analyzing the soft error rate of a circuit accurately and efficiently 

is a crucial step for SER reduction. Intensive research has been done 
so far in the area of SER modeling and analysis. Among various 
existing modeling frameworks, we choose the symbolic one 
presented in [13] as the SER analysis engine. We motivate our choice 
by the fact that, by using this symbolic SER analyzer, we can 
simultaneously quantify the error impact and the masking impact of 
each gate in a combinational circuit. To model a transient glitch 

originating at gate G to be latched at output F, the following events 
can be defined: 

A: A > Vth (if the correct output is “0”) or 
A < Vth (if the correct output is “1”) 
where A is the amplitude of the glitch and Vth is the switching 
threshold of the latch. 

D: D > tsetup + thold 
where D is the duration of the glitch, and tsetup and thold are the 
setup and hold times of the latch. 

T: t ∈ [Tclk + thold – T – D, Tclk – tsetup – T] 
where t is the time when the initial glitch occurs, T is the delay 
from gate G to output F, and Tclk is the clock period. 

In this model, logical and electrical masking are implicitly 
included in A and D, while latching-window masking is included in T. 
The three events are necessary conditions for a soft error to happen. 
In addition, D is satisfied only if A is satisfied (i.e., D ⊂ A). Under 
the assumption that t is uniformly distributed [13], the probability 
that a soft error occurs can be expressed as: 

P(A ∩ D ∩ T) = P(D ∩ T) = P(T | D)⋅P(D) (1) 
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where {Dk} is the set of possible glitch durations and dinit is the initial 
glitch duration. 

To find out possible values for duration, {Dk}, the attenuation 
model, a function of gate delay, is used. To determine the probability 
of having a glitch with duration Dk, the authors of [13] use Binary 
Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and Algebraic Decision Diagrams 
(ADDs). The detailed methodology of [13] is not described here. 

4. RAR-BASED SER REDUCTION FRAMEWORK 
Redundancy addition and removal (RAR) is a logic minimization 

technique which performs a series of wire addition and removal by 
searching for redundant wires in a circuit. Candidate wires for 
addition can be identified according to the mandatory assignments 
made during the process of automatic test pattern generation 
(ATPG). For example, in Figure 2(a) [12], the mandatory 
assignments for gate G6 stuck-at-1 fault are {f = 1, G3 = 1, G4 = 0, G6 
= 0}, from which we can get the implications {d = 0, G1 = 0, G2 = 0, 
G5 = 0}. If a wire from gate G5 to gate G9 is added into the circuit, 
there will be a conflicting assignment because gate G5 should be set 
to be “1” to make gate G6 stuck-at-1 fault observable at outputs. So 
the wire G5  G9 is a candidate for wire addition. 

One still needs to check if the candidate wire is indeed redundant. 
i.e., the wire will not change the functionality of the circuit. In the 
above example, the wire G5  G9 is redundant. The newly added 
wire could cause one or more originally irredundant wires to become 
redundant (removable). ATPG is again used for redundancy checking 
of each wire except the one just inserted (e.g., wire G5  G9 in 
Figure 2(b)) by finding compatible mandatory assignments. If a set 
of mandatory assignments for a wire cannot be derived, the wire is 

Figure 2. An example of redundancy addition and removal [12] 
(a) The original circuit (b) The circuit after redundancy addition (c) The circuit after redundancy removal



said to be redundant and thus can be removed. Consider the same 
example in Figure 2: after adding wire G5  G9 into the circuit, 
wires G1  G4 and G6  G7 become redundant as compatible 
mandatory assignments do not exist for both of them. So they can be 
removed, as shown in Figure 2(b). Note that gates with only one 
fanin and gates without fanout can also be deleted. Figure 2(c) shows 
the resulting circuit after redundancy removal. 

For our proposed objective of SER reduction, using redundancy 
addition and removal in an unsystematic manner may increase SER 
by reducing the number of gates or the depth of circuits: less gate 
count will affect the impact of logical masking, while smaller logic 
depth will reduce the impact of both logical and electrical masking. 
The basic principle of our proposed approach is to keep wires/gates 
with higher masking impact and to remove wires/gates with 
higher error impact. Mean masking impact (MMI) and mean error 
impact (MEI), used as metrics for guiding the RAR-based framework, 
are defined in the sequel. 

4.1. Mean Error Impact 
For each internal gate Gi, initial duration d and initial amplitude a, 

mean error impact (MEI) [13] over all primary outputs Fj that are 
affected by a glitch occurring at the output of gate Gi is defined as: 
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where nF is the cardinality of the set of primary outputs, {Fj}, and nf 
is the cardinality of the set of probability distributions, {fk}. 

The MEI value of a gate quantifies the probability that at least 
one primary output is affected by a glitch originating at this gate. 
The larger MEI a gate has, the higher the probability that a 
glitch occurring at this gate will be latched. This implies that those 
gates with higher MEI make the circuit more vulnerable to soft errors. 
Thus, it will be beneficial for SER if gates with large MEI are 
removed from the circuit. 

4.2. Mean Masking Impact 
D(Gi) is the attenuated duration of a glitch at gate Gi; 
C(Gi) is the set of gates in the fanin cone of gate Gi; 
F(Gi) is the set of gates in the immediate fanin of gate Gi; 
p(Gj, Gi) is the set of gates on the paths between gates Gj and Gi. 

For each internal gate Gi, initial duration d and initial amplitude a, 
we define mean masking impact on duration (MMID) as: 
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where nG is the cardinality of C(Gi), nf is the cardinality of the set of 
probability distributions, {fk}, and MID(Gj

d,a → Gi), masking impact 
on duration of gate Gi with respect to gate Gj, denotes the absolute 
duration attenuation contributed by gate Gi on a glitch with duration 
d and amplitude a originating at gate Gj. More formally, MID(Gj

d,a → 
Gi) can be defined as: (4) 
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where {Dk} is the set of possible values for glitch duration, the same 
as that in Equation (1). The second summation represents the total 
weighted attenuation attributed to gate Gi’s immediate fanin gates on 
the paths between gates Gj and Gi, instead of just gate Gi itself. 

Intuitively, MID(Gj
d,a → Gi) quantifies how much attenuation can be 

contributed to gate Gi only, on the duration of glitches originating at 
gate Gj. 

Example: In Figure 3(a), assume only one set of input probability 
distribution {P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.5, P3 = 0.5, P4 = 0.5, P5 = 0.5}, where 
Pi is the probability of “1” for the ith primary input, is applied to the 
example circuit. The duration ADDs associated with mean masking 
impact on duration of gate G5 are shown in Figure 3(b)(c)(d). Given 
an initial duration d and initial amplitude a, mean masking impact on 
duration of gate G5, MMID(G5

d,a), can be computed as follows. Since 
there are three gates G1, G2 and G3 in gate G5’s fanin cone, there will 
be three masking impact values for MMID(G5

d,a). 

Masking impact on duration of gate G5 w.r.t. gate G1: (Figure 3(b)) 
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Masking impact on duration of gate G5 w.r.t. gate G2: (Figure 3(c)) 
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Masking impact on duration of gate G5 w.r.t. gate G3: (Figure 3(d)) 
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One can note that the gate at which a glitch originates has no 
masking impact on that glitch; in Equation (6), the third and fourth 
terms are the amount of attenuation attributed to gate G3 and should 
be subtracted. Subsequently, we can obtain the mean masking impact 
on duration of gate G5: 
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(b) Duration ADDs for path G1 G5

(c) Duration ADDs for path G2 G3 G5 

(d) Duration ADDs for path G3 G5

(a) An example circuit (C17)

Figure 3. An example circuit (C17) and its duration ADDs 
associated with mean masking impact on duration of gate G5 



The MMI value of a gate defined by Equation (3) and shown in 
the above example denotes the normalized expected attenuation on 
the duration of all glitches passing through the gate. The expected 
value can be computed by traversing ADDs in linear time. Every 
MMI value ranges from “0” to “1” as a result of normalization. The 
larger MMI a gate has, the more capable of masking glitches this 
gate is. A gate with MMI equal to “0” will not attenuate any glitch at 
all; on the contrary, a gate with MMI equal to “1” will entirely mask 
glitches passing through it. This implies that those gates with higher 
MMI make the circuit more robust to soft errors. In general, high 
MMI of a gate is due to its large gate delay or considerable effect of 
logical masking on it. Thus, it will also be beneficial for SER if gates 
with large MMI are kept in the circuit. 

5. CONSTRAINTS ON RAR 
The RAR technique has two major parts, wire addition and wire 

removal. Each wire addition step is followed by a wire removal step, 
irrespective of whether or not there are any other removable wires 
available. For logic minimization, where the goal is the total literal 
count, it is easy to track the change in the number of literals after an 
iteration of addition and removal by just calculating the number of 
added and removed wires/gates. However, for SER reduction, it is 
not efficient to track the change in the soft error rate of a circuit by 
re-computing it every time. Instead, during each step of wire 
addition/removal we define criteria or constraints to guide us in the 
wire addition/removal process and check whether the step is 
advantageous for SER reduction. 

Several constraints on the RAR technique are introduced to 
ensure that our framework can significantly alleviate the soft error 
rate of a circuit. In Section 4, we have stated the relationship between 
MEI/MMI and circuit vulnerability/robustness. Intuitively, one can 
use MEI and MMI as metrics to guide RAR towards SER reduction. 

5.1. Wire Addition Constraint 
Let wire w (s  t) be an addible (redundant) candidate wire 

whose source node is gate s and destination node is gate t, as shown 
in Figure 4. The following three effects take place after adding wire 
w into the circuit: 

1) The MEI values of gate s and its fanin neighbors are likely to 
increase because the new wire w from gate s to gate t provides an 
additional path for propagating erroneous values to outputs. 

2) The MEI values of fanin neighbors of gate t are likely to decrease 
because, to some extent, the new wire w logically masks glitches 
from those fanin neighbors. The MEI values of some gates which 
are fanin neighbors of both gates s and t may increase, but these 
increases are incorporated into effect (1) above. 

3) The MMI value of gate t becomes larger due to increased logical 
masking. The MMI values of fanout neighbors of gate t may also 
change (increase or decrease), but these changes do not degrade 
the circuit robustness since fewer glitches (with smaller duration 
and amplitude) pass through gate t. 

Based on the definitions of MEI and MMI in Section 4, the first 
effect (shown in the highlighted region in Figure 4) is adverse for 
SER reduction, but the second and third ones are beneficial. Hence, 
we introduce a constraint to minimize the adverse effect. 

Constraint 1: Wire w (s  t) can be added into the circuit only if 
MEI(t) < T1 and MMID(t) > T2 where T1 and T2 are pre-specified 
thresholds. Intuitively, only wires having small MEI and large MMID 
for their destination gates can be added. This constraint will keep 
gates with large MMI in the circuit. To simplify the following 
discussion, we omit the initial duration d and amplitude a from the 
notations of MEI and MMI in Equations (2) and (3), but keep in 
mind that they actually exist. 

After adding wire w into the circuit, no matter how small MEI(s) 
is, a complete glitch with initial duration and amplitude is 
propagated from gate s to gate t once a high-energy particle strikes 
gate s. That is, the resulting increase in error impact of gate s due to 
glitches propagated along the new connection w does not depend on 
MEI(s). More precisely, let us assume that the initial duration of a 
glitch occurring at gate s is d. After passing through gate t, the 
attenuated duration d’ of the glitch can be quantified as: 

( ))(1' D tdd ΜΜΙ−⋅=  (9) 

If d’ is smaller than or equal to the sum of setup and hold times, 
the glitch will be masked; otherwise, the increase in MEI(s) due to 
the added wire w is estimated to be: 
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This observation is based on the fact that the duration of a glitch 
(if large enough) is proportional to the probability of the glitch being 
latched. From Equation (10), we can minimize the increases in the 
MEI values of gate s and its fanin neighbors by specifying a 
sufficiently small T1 and a sufficiently large T2 for MEI(t) and 
MMID(t), respectively. 

5.2. Wire Removal Constraint 
Let wire w’ (u  v) be a removable (redundant) candidate wire 

whose source node is gate u and destination node is gate v, as shown 
in Figure 5. Three other effects take place after removing wire w’ 
from the circuit. 

1) The MEI values of gate u and its fanin neighbors are likely to 
decrease because erroneous values propagated along the removed 
wire w’ from gate u to gate v are eliminated. 

2) The MEI values of fanin neighbors of gate v are likely to increase 
because logical masking impact of gate v is decreased by the 
removal of wire w’. 

3) The MMI value of gate v becomes smaller due to decreased 
logical masking. At the same time, the MMI values of fanout 
neighbors of gate v may also change (increase or decrease). 

Figure 4. Changes in MEI and MMI after adding wire w (s  t) 

MEI(t), MEI(c), MEI(d),  
and MEI(fanin neighbors of gates c and d) ↘ 

MMI(t) ↗ 

MEI(s), MEI(a), MEI(b),  
and MEI(fanin neighbors of gates a and b) ↗ (ADVERSE!) 

Figure 5. Changes in MEI and MMI after removing wire w’ (u  v)

MEI(u), MEI(a), MEI(b),  
and MEI(fanin neighbors of gates a and b) ↘ 

MEI(v), MEI(c), MEI(d),  
and MEI(fanin neighbors of gates c and d) ↗ (ADVERSE!) 

MMI(v) ↘ 
(ADVERSE!) 



Based on the definitions of MEI and MMI in Section 4, the first 
effect is beneficial for SER reduction, but the second and third ones 
(shown in the highlighted region in Figure 5) are adverse. Hence, we 
set up two additional constraints: one is to maximize effect (1), the 
other to minimize effects (2) and (3). 

Constraint 2: Wire w’ (u  v) can be removed from the circuit only 
if MEI(v) > T3  ≧ T1 and MMID(v) < T4  ≦ T2 where T3 and T4 are 
pre-specified thresholds. Intuitively, only wires having large MEI 
and small MMID for their destination gates can be removed. This 
constraint will try to remove gates with large MEI from the circuit. 
Again, to simplify the following discussion, we omit the initial 
duration d and amplitude a from the notations of MEI and MMI in 
Equations (2) and (3). 

Similar to the argument from Equation (10), the decrease in 
MEI(u) due to the removed wire w’ is estimated to be: 

( ))(1)()( D vvu ΜΜΙ−⋅ΜΕΙ=ΔΜΕΙ  (11) 

From Equation (11), one can maximize the decreases in the MEI 
values of gate u and its fanin neighbors by specifying T3 and T4 
where T3  ≧ T1 and T4  ≦ T2. The lower bound for T3 and the upper 
bound for T4 are set such that we can gain more from wire removal 
(e.g., ΔMEI(u) in Equation (11)) than lose from wire addition (e.g., 
ΔMEI(s) in Equation (10)). 

Constraint 3: Wire w’ (u  v) can be removed from the circuit only 
if ( ) cvTvcvu <=Ρ )(ˆ  over all probability distributions where û  is 
the output value of gate u, cv(v) is the controlling value of gate v, and 
Tcv is a pre-specified threshold. 

The necessary condition of logical masking at gate v is that at 
least one of the side inputs must be the controlling value of gate v, 
expressed by cv(v). Side inputs are those inputs on which no glitch is 
propagated. For instance, gate v in Figure 5 is assumed to be an OR 
gate (i.e., cv(v) = 1). If a glitch is propagated from gate c to gate v 
and the output value of gate u is “1”, the glitch will be logically 
masked by the controlling value “1” from gate u. The higher 
probability of going to cv(v) gate u has, the more likely glitches from 
gate v’s fanin gates (except gate u) will be logically masked at gate v. 
Therefore, we introduce this constraint to minimize the loss on 
logical masking as a result of wire removal. When ( ))(ˆ vcvu =Ρ  is 
large, wire w’ (u  v) plays an important role in logically masking 
glitches passing through gate v and should not be removed. 

Furthermore, for some added wires, there may be more than one 
corresponding removable wires which are mutually irredundant 
and cannot be removed together. In other words, removing one 
redundant wire will cause another one(s) to become irredundant. We 
sort these removable wires by the MEI values of their source gates in 
decreasing order. The removable wire with the largest MEI value for 
its source gate will be removed first. We can thus further maximize 
the beneficial effect (1) of wire removal and potentially remove gates 
with large MEI. Our overall algorithm for RAR-based SER reduction 
is given in Figure 6. 

6. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
We use mean error susceptibility (MES) for evaluating the soft 

error rate of a circuit. For each primary output Fj, mean error 
susceptibility (MES) [13] is defined as the probability of output Fj 
failing due to glitches with initial duration d and initial amplitude a 
at internal gates, represented by MES(Fj

d,a). 
Next, we compute MES for all primary outputs in combinational 

circuits with a discrete set of pairs (d, a) of initial glitch durations 
and amplitudes. Therefore, the probability of primary output Fj 
failing due to glitches with various durations and amplitudes at 
different internal gates is: 

∑∑−⋅−
Δ⋅Δ=Ρ

n m

ad
jj

nmF
aadd

adF )(MES
)()(

)( ,

minmaxminmax

 (12) 

Finally, the soft error rate (SER) of output Fj can be derived as: 

CIRCUITEFFPH ARR)()(SER ⋅⋅⋅Ρ= jj FF  (13) 

where RPH is the particle hit rate per unit of area, REFF is the fraction 
of particle hits that result in charge disturbance, and ACIRCUIT is the 
total silicon area of the circuit. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have implemented the RAR-based SER reduction framework 

in C/C++ and conducted experiments on a set of benchmarks from 
ISCAS’85 and MCNC’91 suites. The technology used is 70nm, 
Berkeley Predictive Technology Model. The clock period (Tclk) used 
for probability computation by Equation (1) is 250ps, and setup (tsetup) 
and hold (thold) times for output latches are both assumed to be 10ps. 
The supply voltage is set to be 1.0V. To calculate SER by Equations 
(13) and (14), the allowed intervals of initial duration and amplitude 
are assumed to be (dmin, dmax) = (60ps, 120ps) and (amin, amax) = (0.8V, 
1.0V), with the incremental steps Δd = 20ps and Δa = 0.1V. 

For glitches with duration smaller than 60ps, the gates that will 
influence outputs are mostly the output gates and their fanin gates. 
For glitches with duration greater than 120ps, there are a 
considerable number of gates that will almost certainly have negative 
impact on outputs. This is the reason we choose (60ps, 120ps) as 
duration sizes for our experiments. The RPH used is 56.5 m-2s-1 and 
REFF is 2.2×10-5. 

Table 1 reports experimental results for SER reduction and area 
overhead. The area values are found using SIS technology mapping 
tool with MCNC library (mcnc.genlib). For each benchmark listed in 
Table 1, various glitch sizes and different input distributions are 
applied. We demonstrate the MES improvements from 60ps to 120ps 
duration sizes, as shown in columns four and five. For circuit C432, 
which has 36 primary inputs, 7 primary outputs, and 156 internal 
gates, the average MES of the original circuit attacked by glitches 
with duration 60ps is 0.00357, while that of the radiation-hardened 
version (optimized by our framework) is 0.00274. When the initial 
glitch duration is 120ps, the average MES values of the original and 
optimized circuits are 0.02954 and 0.02427, respectively. For initial 
glitches with small duration, the average MEI value is small and the 
average MMI value is large. In this case, there are more candidate 

Figure 6. The overall algorithm 

RAR-based SER reduction (circuit, T1, T2, T3, T4, Tcv) {
  Compute MEI and MMID for each internal gate in circuit; 
  while (new candidate wire w identified by RAR) { 
    // Wire addition procedure 
    s  source gate of wire w; 
    t  destination gate of wire w; 
    if (wire w is not redundant) continue; 
    if ((MEI(t) >= T1) or (MMID(t) <= T2)) continue; // Constraint 1 
    Add wire w into circuit; 
    // Wire removal procedure 
    gain  0; 
    sorted_wires  Sort all removable wires due to the addition of wire w 
      by the MEI values of their source gates, from the largest to smallest;
    for each (removable wire w’ in sorted_wires) { 
      u  source gate of wire w’; 
      v  destination gate of wire w’; 
      if ((MEI(v) <= T3) or (MMID(v) >= T4)) continue; // Constraint 2 
      if (P(gate u goes to cv(v)) >= Tcv) continue; // Constraint 3 
      Remove wire w’ from circuit; 
      gain  gain + 1; 
    } 
    if ((gain > 0) or (MEI(t) is extremely small)) Keep wire w in circuit; 
    else Remove wire w from circuit; 
    Update MEI and MMID for affected gates; 
  } 
} 



wires satisfying the wire addition constraint (Constraint 1) than the 
case when the initial duration is large. Hence, more added and 
removed wires can be expected. When considering all possible glitch 
sizes, in case of circuit C432, total area overhead is 3.45% and 
overall SER reduction is 21.86%. On average across all benchmarks, 
17.4% SER reduction can be achieved with 3.6% area overhead. 

In Figure 7, the MES improvements for circuits alu2 and x4 with 
various duration sizes (60ps-120ps) are presented. As it can be seen, 
across various initial duration sizes, a SER reduction of 16%-20% is 
achieved. We also perform experiments on the probabilities of output 
failure (by Equation (12)) over all primary outputs before and after 
optimization by our SER reduction framework, as shown in Figure 8. 
In order to make the figures more readable, we sort all primary 
outputs in increasing order of their original output failure 
probabilities. As it can be seen, in both cases, a maximum reduction 
of 30%-70% is achieved in output failure probability. 

As mentioned earlier, the RAR algorithm used in this paper 
[11][12] focuses on logic minimization, which does not avoid adding 
wires on critical paths. Consequently, circuit performance may be 
degraded. The performance degradation can be suppressed by 
employing timing-driven RAR [14], which basically replaces a wire 
on a critical path with one of its alternative wires off a critical path. 
Finally, the proposed methodology incurs redundancy and thus   
certain testing schemes need to be considered for circuit testability. 

8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose a RAR-based SER reduction framework 

for combinational logic. Two metrics, mean error impact (MEI) and 
mean masking impact (MMI), are used for efficient estimation of 
SER changes during RAR iterations. According to the estimation 
through MEI and MMI, we introduce three constraints to guide the 
RAR technique towards SER reduction. Experiments on a subset of 
ISCAS’85 and MCNC’91 benchmarks reveal the effectiveness of our 
framework. This framework is easily applicable to sequential circuits 
in conjunction with an accurate and efficient SER analyzer for 
sequential circuits. 
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Circuit 
(# PIs, 
# POs, 

# Gates) 

Dur. 
size 
(ps) 

Ori. 
Avg. 
MES 

Opt. 
Avg. 
MES 

# Add 
wires 

# Rem 
wires 

Area
over-
head

SER
reduc-

tion 

60 0.00357 0.00274 37 29 
100 0.01865 0.01345 24 12 C432 

(36, 
7, 

156) 120 0.02954 0.02427 24 12 
3.45% 21.86%

60 0.00165 0.00140 78 41 
100 0.00712 0.00577 47 21 C499 

(41, 
32, 

458) 120 0.01086 0.00899 52 27 
4.67% 18.64%

60 0.00267 0.00222 58 46 
100 0.01707 0.01381 36 28 alu2 

(10, 
6, 

339) 120 0.02740 0.02256 28 23 
2.67% 18.27%

60 0.00093 0.00081 82 60 
100 0.00870 0.00757 77 42 alu4 

(14, 
8, 

660) 120 0.01464 0.01258 72 42 
3.69% 13.54%

60 0.00105 0.00078 162 76 
100 0.07297 0.06211 136 57 t481 

(16, 
1, 

566) 120 0.17785 0.15939 84 23 
7.11% 15.91%

60 0.00411 0.00342 28 20 
100 0.01336 0.01125 13 9 ttt2 

(24, 
21, 
166 120 0.02008 0.01712 14 11 

1.30% 14.88%

60 0.01433 0.01213 4 2 
100 0.04378 0.03580 4 2 x2 

(10, 
7, 

36) 120 0.06435 0.05341 4 2 
3.85% 17.38%

60 0.00221 0.00180 34 17 
100 0.00589 0.00476 18 10 x4 

(94, 
71, 

288) 120 0.00872 0.00718 19 7 
1.79% 18.75%

Avg.       3.57% 17.40%

Table 1 
Mean error susceptibility (MES) improvements 

and overall soft error rate (SER) reductions 

Figure 7. MES improvements with various duration sizes 
(a) alu2 (b) x4 

Duration size (ps) Duration size (ps)

Avg. MES Avg. MES 

Figure 8. Output failure probabilities over all primary outputs 
before and after optimization by our SER reduction framework 

(a) alu2 (b) x4 

Output failure probability

Primary output index Primary output index

Output failure probability
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